
Simplifies Service Management

Nilex Analytics®
 4 Powerful reporting tool
 4 Create custom reports from database table or view
 4 Drill-down functionality
 4
 4
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Product information
Nilex Analytics ® is a tool to generate 
flexible reports in various formats from the 
Nilex system. Create your own list, trend 
and chart reports that can be exported as 
its own unique links and are based on Nilex 
database tables and views.

Nilex Analytics ® makes, through its 
flexibility and ease of access, the work on 
reports to a given part of the business. The 
security of the application are well catered 
by the rights of reports can be set at two 
levels.  

Nilex Analytics contains:
 4 Legal system, right reports and 

information to the right persons.
 4 Unlimited number of trend reports and 

charts, and list view.
 4 Unlimited number of dashboards with 

multiple reports on one side and ”drill-
down” functionality.

 4 Dashboards can be automatically 
e-mailed out to selected persons in the 
organization at certain time intervals.

Nilex Analytics has four login options:
 4 Active Directory
 4 Novell e-Directory
 4 Nilex Customer register
 4 Nilex Handler register

System requirements
Web server:
 4 Microsoft Windows 2003 Server or later.
 4 Internet Information Server (IIS) 6.0 or 

later.
 4 Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 or later.

Database server: 
Microsoft Windows 2003 Server or later 
with the following database type:
 4 Microsoft SQL 2005 Server or later.
 4

Pricing
For a more precise pricing calculation on 
your organization’s needs, you can contact 
us at our customer service or contact one of 
our sales representatives through sales@
nilex.se

Nilex Analytics®
External reporting tool to flexibly create the reports that 
the business wants, where it is easy to build scalable 
reports and dashboards based on trends and items, 
publish, and set up automated mailing lists.

Nilex AB
Östra Sandgatan 12
252 27 HELSINGBORG
042 - 18 00 50
kundservice@nilex.se 
sales@nilex.se 

Nilex Analytics ® im-
proves and gives a 
more clear picture of 
your business.

A powerful reporting 
tool guarantees a 
profit at all stages.
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